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Interesting facts about world war 2 weapons

The Great War, as it was known before we began to capitalize and count our world wars, is remembered as anything but great. World War I (WWI) remains the only major American war of the 20th century not to be commemorated in the nation's capital in Washington, D.C. WWI lacks the deep historical reverence, at least among many Americans, that World War II or even the
Civil War rejoiced. It doesn't carry the hard cash of the Vietnam War or the Korean War. He doesn't brag about movies. Or tv shows. Yet 100 years after the end of the war , the armistice between Germany and the Allies that ended World War I was signed at 11:11 a.m. on Nov. It's worth remembering. After years of promising not to cling to the conflict in Europe and win a second
term with the slogan He protects us from war — President Woodrow Wilson finally asked Congress on April 2, 1917, to go to war. German submarines attacked virtually every boat that crossed their path, and the Germans worked to lure Mexico aside. President Wilson - with at least some of the American public behind him (many see American intervention as an ennobling effort) -
is acting. And a world war was born. During World War I, America for the first time took on its super-star role in world affairs, which it still has today. The war also gave the U.S. federal government a chance to withstand a newfound power at home. The first world war began, remember, only half a century after the country was torn apart in its own civil war. In the early 20th century,
a united American government as united as democracy began to show its strength. It was kind of an audition, if you will, of the rise of a very large militarized society that we saw in World War II and then, says Andrew J. Huebner, a history professor at the University of Alabama and author of Love and Death in the Great War. By the time the Americans landed in Europe and
gathered enough to fight their first real battle — at the Battle of Cantini in France, on May 28, 1918 — Europe had been at war for more than three years. (Marna's first battle, in early Germany, was in September 1914). By the time 1918 was out, the Americans had helped to win and justified everything it took to get them there. Advertising at home as the military industry has taken
over, women - still without voting rights - have become a tool for the war effort. From the National Museum and World War I Memorial, in Kansas City, Missouri: Millions of men away from home, women filled manufacturing and agricultural positions on the home front. Others provided frontline support such as nurses, doctors, ambulance drivers, translators and, in rare cases, on
the battlefield ... One observer that American women do everything they are given; that their working time is long; that their task is difficult; that for them there is little hope for medals and diplomas and glittering parades of homecoming. The role of women in The First World War was recognised by many as a springboard to the passage of the 19th Amendment in 1920, which gave
women the right to vote. African-Americans also played an important role in the war. Despite facing racism at home, 400,000 black soldiers served, mostly in segregated companies. Many saw it as an opportunity to get rights at home. [Rights groups] were disappointed when Wilson's war on democracy failed to bring Jim Crow home. For a long time, historiography ended there,
writes historian Jennifer D. Keane in The American Historian. Recent reverses, however, say the war is a key moment when new militants, ideologies, members and strategies have brought the civil rights movement. Says Hübner: If you look at the civil rights movement and the women's rights movement, no one would say that I forced it or created these movements. But it
somehow pushed the ball down the field on those moves. The victory itself changed the rest of the world, of course. The old empires descended and new borders were drawn, especially in what is now considered the Middle East. These new frontiers have sparked debates that continue today. And across the United States, the rise of federal power in the fight against global
warfare has created reverberations in terms of civil liberties and surveillance - among many other social themes - that repeat years later, especially in America's response to the events of September 11, 2001, according to Keane: [11] was a turning point for a nation that changed the politics of government and the American concept of their role in the world. The same goes for The
First World War. Then, as now, overseas conflicts and the actions of authoritarian regimes suddenly threatened the security and well-being of Americans. Then, as now, citizens strongly debated whether it was America's war to fight and ultimately embraced war in the name of both humanitarianism and self-defense. There are even further, rather striking, parallels. Internal threats
from potential terrorist groups located in the United States have justified unprecedented civil rights cuts, prompting disagreements about the right way to address domestic subversion. Ill-prepared men were sent into battle and the nation failed to adequately prepare for their return home. History, historians like to say, will teach us if we allow it. But because The First World War did
not resonate with the public as other wars did, some of the lessons of The First World War threatened to be lost. This, perhaps, is the biggest reason why we need to look back at The First World War today. We have to remember it because have gone through it, Hübner says. A thousand and two thousand Americans are dead. Much bigger than this wounded one. Imagine that by
broadcasting families who have experienced it. This deserves to be remembered and honored.1 World War II Leaders | World War II 101 It is often said that few things advance technology and innovation as quickly as war. World War II is no different, as each country works tirelessly to develop more advanced and powerful weapons. During the battle, the Axis and the Allies
created increasingly advanced aircraft that culminated in the world's first fighter jet, the Messerschmitt Me262. On the ground, highly efficient tanks such as the Panther and T-34 came to rule the battlefield, while on-sea equipment such as sonar helped ignore the U-boat threat while aircraft carriers came to control the waves. Perhaps most significantly, the United States was the
first to develop nuclear weapons in the form of the Little Boy bomb that was dropped on Hiroshima. Photo gallery: World War II bombers Avro Lancaster - UK Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress - US Boeing B-29 Superfort - US Bristol Blenheim - UK Consolidated B-24 Liberator - USA Curtiss SB2C Helldiver - United States de Havilland - Uk Douglas SBD Fearless - USA Douglas TBD
Devastator - USA Grumman TBF/TBM Avenger - USA Germany Junkers Ju 87 Stuka - Germany Junkers Ju 88 - Germany Martin B-26 Marauder - United States Mitsubishi G3M Nal - Japan MitubissM MitubisM G4M Betty Japan North America B-25 Mitchell - USA Photo Gallery: US World War II Fighters Bell P-3 9 Airacobra - USA Brewster F2A Buffalo - USA Bristol Boffair - Uk
Chance Fassett F4U Corsair - USA Curtiss P-40 Warhawk - United States Warhawk - United States Focke-Wulf FW 190 - Germany Gloster Meteor - Uk Grumman F4F Wildcat - USA Grumman F6F Hellcat - USA Hawker Hurricane - GREAT BRITAIN Hawker Tempest - Great Britain Hawker Typhoon - Great Britain Heinkel He 162 - Germany Heinkel He 219 Uhu - Germany
Germany Lockheed P-38 Lightning - Usa Messerschmitt Bf109 - Germany Messerschmitt Bf110 - Germany Messerschmitt Me262 - Germany Mitsubishi A6M zero - Japan North American P-51 Mustang - U.S. Northrop P-61 Black Widow - United States Republic P-47 Thunderbird - US Supermarine Spitfire - UK A22 Churchill Tank - Uk Sherman Tank - US M26 Pershing Tank -
Tank of the United States Panther - Germany Ordn in relation to QF 25-pounder Field Weapon - Uk Little Boy Atomic Bomb - Us Tank Tiger - Germany Admiral Earl Spee - Pocket Battleship / Heavy Cruiser - Germany - Pocket Battleship / Heavy Cruiser - Germany Akagi - Aircraft Carrier - Japan USS Alabama (BB-60) - Battleship - US USS Arizona (BB-39) - Warship - USS
Arkansas (BB-33) - Warship - US HMS Arc Royal - Aircraft Carrier - UK USS Bataan (CVL-29) - Aircraft Carrier - USS - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS (CV-20) - Самолетоносач - САЩ Бисмарк - Бойни кораб - Германия USS Bon Homme Richard (CV-31) - Самолетоносач - USS USS Бункьор Hill (CV-17) - самолетоносач - САЩ USS Cabot (CVL-28) - Самолетоносач - САЩ
USS California (BB-44) - Бойни кораби - САЩ S Колорадо (BB-45) - Бойни кораби - USS Enterprise (CV-6) - Самолетоносач - USS USS Essex (CV-9) - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS Франклин (CV-13) - Aircarft Carrier - СЪЕДИНЕНИ АМЕРИКАНСКИ ЩАТИ Ханкок (CV-19) - Самолетоносач - САЩ Haruna - Battleship - Япония HMS Худ - Battlecrui - Великобритания
USS Hornet (CV-8) - Самолетоносач - USS Стършел на САЩ (CV-12) - Самолетоносач - USS USS Idaho (BB-42) - Бойни кораб - USS независимост на САЩ (CVL-22) - Самолетоносач - USS Indiana (BB-58) - Battleship - Сащ USSapolis (CA-3) 5) - Cruiser - САЩ USS Uss Intrepid (CV-11) - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS Iowa (BB-61) - Бойни кораб - Съединени
американски щати USS Langley (CVL-27) - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS Lexington (CV-2) - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS Lexington (CV-16) - Самолетоносач - Американски кораб liberty - United States USS Maryland (BB-46) - Battleship - United States USS Massachusetts (BB-59) - Battleship - United States USS Mississippi (BB-41) - Battleship - United States USS Missouri
(BB-63) - Battleship - United States HMS Nelson - Battleship - Great Britain USS Nevada (BB-36) - Battleship - United States USS New Jersey (BB-62) - Battleship - United States USS New Mexico (BB-40) - Battleship - United State USS New York (BB-34) - Battleship - United States USS North Carolina (BB-55) - Battleship - United States USS Oklahoma (BB-37) - Battleship -
United States USS Pennsylvania (BB-38) - Battleship - United States USS Princeton (CVL-23) - Aircraft Carrier - United States PT-109 - PT Boat - United States USS Randolph (CV-15) - Aircraft Carrier - United States USS Ranger (CV-4) - Aircraft Carrier - United States USS San Jacinto (CVL-30) - Aircraft Carrier - United States USS Saratoga (CV-3) - Aircraft Carrier - United
States Scharnhorst - Battleship/Battlecruiser - Germany USS Shangri-La (CV-38) - United States USS South Dakota - Battleship - United States USS Tennessee (BB-43) - Battleship - United States USS Texas (BB-35) - Battleship - United States USS Ticonderoga (CV-14) - Aircraft Carrier - United States Tirpitz - Battleship - Germany USS Washington (BB-56) - Battleship -
United Държави HMS Warspite - Бойни кораб - Великобритания USS оси (CV-7) - Самолетоносач - Съединени щати USS Оси (CV-18) - Самолетоносач - Съединени американски щати USS West Virginia - Бойни кораб - USS Уисконсин (BB-64) - Battleship - САЩ Ямато - Бойни кораб - Япония USS Yorktown (CV-5) - Самолетоносач - САЩ USS Yorktown (CV-10) -
Самолетоносач - САЩ M1903 Спрингфийлд - USA Karabiner 98k - Germany Lee-Enfield Rifles - UK Colt M1911 Pistol M1911 - Us M1 Garand - USA Sten Gun - UK Sturmgewehr STG44 - Germany Germany
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